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One earth, one sky. And under that sky
you’ll find Rotork actuators hard at

work, year in, year out.

They’re chosen not just because of their
solid engineering and unmatched reliability –

critical as that is in many tough working
environments.

And it’s not just because of the supreme level of
technical back-up we provide, from 150 offices in 75

countries – reassuring though that is.

Rotork also hits the mark with engineers who respond to
our constant, iterative innovation. We’ve never broken the
mould; we’ve never had to. But Rotork actuators are
constantly being refined and improved to ensure that our
customers always have the very best actuators on the
market.

And that’s as true today as it was with the first Rotork
actuator, developed 50 years ago.

Rotork:

Electric • Pneumatic • Hydraulic • Electrohydraulic • Gas over oil • Direct gas • Control systems • Gearboxes
Isolating • Modulating • Multi-turn • Direct drive quarter turn • Linear • Bus connectivity • Non intrusive

www.rotork.com



BVAA’s 
New DVD!
Welcome to Issue 4 of BVAA’s Valve User 
magazine!  The special treat in this issue is a 
free copy of the latest version of the BVAA DVD 
– possibly the world’s most comprehensive 
valve and actuator literature library!  

Increased in size, this 
latest disc includes all 
manner of literature 
from our 90 members, 
including sales brochures, technical data sheets, 
company videos, PC programs and web data.  

There are also direct hotlinks to every one of our 
members’ websites, plus BVAA’s own extensive 

and information-packed web pages.  The 
DVD also includes a free copy of virtually 
all of BVAA’s publications and magazines, 
including our highly regarded guides on 
European Directives – enjoy!

Comment

Did You Know?  
As well a printed copy, 
VALVE user magazine is 
also available as an email 
attachment, and as a 
download from BVAA’s 
website, www.bvaa.org.uk 

by BVAA Director, 
Rob Bartlett

VALVEuser

We have reported previous-
ly on the frauds relating to 
slavish copying of our mem-
bers’ designs and forging 
agency documentation, and 
now there’s a new twist in 
the schemes being attempted 
- a recruitment-based scam via 
the internet!  BVAA members 
BEL Valves had their website 
‘cloned’ recently and this was then used to set up an almost 
identical website using a different domain name.  Using that website, indi-
viduals from outside of the UK have been targeted with bogus job offers, 
supposedly from BEL Valves, and have been requested to pass over sums 
of money and personal confidential information.  

The internet is largely unregulated, so there is very little that can be done 
about such scams.  If you are seeking employment from a reputable UK 
company, be aware that it is extremely unlikely that they will ask you 
for any money to register with them.  For companies being targeted in 
this way, we suggest trying to have such sites shut down immediately, 
and to put a warning / disclaimer onto all your official company 
websites to warn potential applicants who locate the correct website  
(see www.belvalves.com for an example).  Also, let your HR people know 
what is going on and ensure that all applicants who do communicate with 
you are notified of the situation, and warn all existing employees about the 
fraud so that they are able to respond appropriately if they are contacted 
by potential applicants. 
   

Fraud – 
It’s 
Not  
Just 
Products!

BVAA® and VALVEuser®  
are registered trade marks.    

DISCLAIMER
The publishers endeavour to ensure the 
accuracy of the contents of Valveuser.  
However, the Publishers do not warrant 
the accuracy and completeness of 
the material in Valveuser and cannot 
accept responsibility for any error and 
subsequent claims made by any third 
parties.  The contents of Valveuser 
should not be construed as professional 
advice and the publishers disclaim 
liability for any loss, howsoever caused, 
arising directly or indirectly from reliance 
on the information in Valveuser. 

COPYRIGHT
All rights reserved. All material (including 
without limitation photographs) in 
Valveuser, unless clearly indicated to 
the contrary, may not be reproduced 
in any format and in any circumstances 
without the prior written consent of the 
publishers.

Editor: Rob Bartlett MIAM
rob@bvaa.org.uk

BVAA Ltd
9 Manor Park, Banbury
Oxon.  OX16 3TB (UK)
Tel: (0)1295 221270
Fax: (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
Web: www.bvaa.org.uk

VALVEuser® is a controlled circulation 
magazine, free of charge to genuine 
users of valves, actuators and related 
products and at the discretion of BVAA 
Ltd.

Cover: One of Hardide’s CVD furnaces 

for their tungsten carbide-based coating 

process.
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BVAA Welcomes Greg Johnson
On 21st August, BVAA were delighted 
to welcome to their Banbury HQ 
Mr. Greg Johnson, President of 
United Valve of Texas, USA.  Greg 
is a key member of the Valve Repair 
Council, which is affiliated to the 
Valve Manufacturers Association of 

America (VMA). Topics discussed 
included valve repair guidelines and 
training initiatives.  Further dialogue 
between the organisations is planned, 
particularly as BVAA are set to study 
the topic of ‘valve repair’ in some 
detail in the coming months.  

If you have views on the state of 
valve repair in the UK and beyond, 
let us know.

Left to right: BVAA Valve WG Chairman 
Geoff Newman, Technical Consultant 
Peter Churm, Director Rob Bartlett, Greg 
Johnson, BVAA Chairman David Caines and 
Comid’s Alex Simmons.
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BEL Valves is a leading supplier of Gate,
Ball, Globe and Check valves in sizes up to 42”
and pressures up to 15,000 psi for Subsea, Topside
and Onshore oil and gas applications. The products are
supplemented by a range of actuators and controls.

A recent addition to this product portfolio is the
E-Ball Valve, a double block and bleed all metal
sealing eccentric ball valve.

BEL has a vast experience in design of products for
Deepwater, High Pressure and HIPPS applications, working
with all leading Contractors and Oil & Gas Companies. BEL
currently have subsea valves hyperbarically tested to 3000
meters and in service at depths up the 2200 meters.

BEL VALVES

BEL Valves
St. Peters . Newcastle Upon Tyne . NE6 1BS . UK

Tel: +44 (0) 191 265 9091
Fax: +44 (0) 191 276 3244
E-mail: sales@belvalves.co.uk

www.belvalves.co.uk



Yet More New Members!
Membership of BVAA continues to grow at an impressive 
rate, with five new members since our last issue.

Hardide Coatings: Head of Communications Jackie Robinson 
and Technical Sales Manager Robin Gillham, receiving their 
BVAA Membership plaque from BVAA Director Rob Bartlett.

James Walker: Compression Packings Manager, Andrew Goulding, being 
presented with a Membership plaque.

The Active Spring Company: Barry Shaw receives his membership plaque.

Aeon International: Commercial Director Martin Topps and Rob Bartlett.

BKW Instruments: Valve Business Manager Mick Beavers, 
MD Paul Baker and Rob Bartlett
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Contact details for all BVAA members are available from www.bvaa.org.uk



BVAA  
‘On Tour’
BVAA committees have continued to hold their meetings 
at various places of interest over the last few months.  
The Marketing Committee met at Flowserve’s Haywards 
Heath site in September, and the Valve Working Group 
met at James Walker’s impressive manufacturing facility 
in Cumbria in October.  

BVAA’s Marketing Committee at Flowserve Flow Control

BVAA are always keen to hear from possible hosts 
- if you have an interesting application or associated 
process, please contact BVAA on Tel: 01295 221270.

Also pictured is 
BVAA’s Director Rob 
Bartlett, but where 
is he?  There’s £50 
to the charity of your 
choice if you can correctly identify this ‘beauty of the 
world.’  First correct email to rob@bvaa.org.uk wins.

Our congratulations to Ian Miller-Hall of M W Kellogg Ltd, 
Greenford (UK), who was the first of many to correctly 
identify that Sebastian Heap was pictured in the last 
issue of Valve User with a 1962 Chevrolet Corvette.  A 
cheque for £75.00 has been donated to the Shooting Star 
Children’s Hospice, for whom MWKL staff have already 
raised £25,000 this year!

Pictured left is BVAA’s 
neighbour, Bob Allen, who 
wore a BVAA hat during 
his sponsored run at 
Stowe School for Cancer 
Research UK.
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BVAA ‘Mad Hatters’

Mad Hatter Bob Allen
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James Walker’s Bryan Stephenson, explaining water-jet cutting 
of thin rubber gaskets to BVAA Valve & Actuator WG members 
- just part of a highly informative day.

Gearboxes – 
your chance to 
comment
BVAA have issued for public 
comment the latest draft of our 
guideline on Manual Actuators / 
Gearboxes.  This is very much a 
‘draft for development’, but we 
would welcome comments from all 
manufacturers and users of such 
equipment.  For a free copy of the 
draft, go to the BVAA website, 
www.bvaa.org.uk and follow the 
links.

Manual Actuators/
Gearboxes Guide



Information and registration:
www.valve-world.net/vw2008

MARK YOUR AGENDA!
VALVE WORLD 2008

CONFERENCE AND EXPO

6th Biennial Conference
Maastricht, the Netherlands

4-6 November 2008

MARK YOUR AGENDA!
VALVE WORLD 2008

CONFERENCE AND EXPO

6th Biennial Conference
Maastricht, the Netherlands

4-6 November 2008

VW User AD (90 x130)  16/10/07  17:25  Page 2
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A large proportion of modern valves are packed 
with sets made from expanded graphite. This is a 
readily available material, and has good physical 
properties across a wide temperature range, with 
good chemical resistance to most media apart 
from strong oxidising agents.

Traditionally, packing sets have often comprised die-
moulded expanded graphite intermediate rings 
(sometimes of special non-square profiles), with a 
braided carbon yarn end rings.  Many people have long 
thought of these as “wiper” rings to remove graphite 
from the stem, or as some kind of anti-extrusion ring, 
but is this really the case?

They say a fool can ask more questions than a wise man 
can answer, so with that in mind, let me play the fool (no 
change there then...) and ask you to think about a few 
things with the following questions...

1) Firstly, have you ever tried using a graphite packing 
set without the end rings on a gate or globe valve 
for instance? – If so then what are your actual 
experiences?

2) Did you then operate the valve a number of times, 
and if so did it make a squeaking noise and vibrate or 
judder during operation?

3) Did the graphite actually “extrude” in the classical 
sense, or did particles stick to the stem, “plating” it 
with graphite (see photo A)

without the graphite particles sticking and giving this 
plating effect?  See photo B.

5) Are you sure the carbon yarn ends rings were wiping 
the graphite off the stem?  Could it be that they were 
wiping a small amount of boundary layer lubricant 
onto the stem, which stopped the graphite from 
picking-up in the first place?

6) How many of you may have fitted the traditional 
combination packing sets into butterfly or ball valves?  
Of course the stem does not pass through the 
end rings here, so do they really have any specific 
purpose?

We have seen butterfly valves for example, fitted with 
combination sets, where they have failed an emissions 
test after only a few hundred cycles at most, with erratic 
operation due to adhesion of the graphite rings.  The 
braided end rings maybe serve as “wiper” to keep out 

Does your packing set  
really need end rings?
Comment from Adrian Jefferies of James Walker & Co. Ltd.

A - Graphite adhesion to the valve stem, after as little as 30 
operating cycles.  This caused significant juddering during op-
eration, and would get worse with time.

4) Have you ever used a well tried and tested fugitive 
emissions grade of packing (either one that does 
or does not use end rings)?  What happened in this 
case?  Did it colour the stem slightly to a grey patina, 
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foreign matter (paint, rust etc.) on-site, but they don’t 
appear to contribute to the actual sealing.  If you were 
to fit a set comprising only the braided carbon end rings 
and do a gas test, what sort of leak rates would you 
expect?

At elevated temperatures, is the problem of adhesion 
and sticking less of a problem than at ambient?  It seems 
that the worst case is an ambient temperature test 
using a dry gas as a test medium.  However, significant 
thermal cycling rapidly leads to increased emissions and 
leakage due to expansion-contraction effects of the 
stem.  Thus, does your design of follower and gland stud 
arrangement, along with your preferred packing, have 
sufficient resilience to accommodate these potential 
changes?

The question is whether the use and purpose of carbon 
yarn end rings has been misunderstood for so long.  
If reliability is simply a function of boundary layer 
lubrication, then why not make a hybrid packing, putting 
the lubrication in the graphite sealing rings where it is 
actually needed.  Obviously the tribology of the stem 
itself needs to be considered, and the surface finish 
needs to be rough enough to be coated as described 
above.  A highly polished stem such as might be used 
with a PTFE chevron seal, may not work effectively with 
a hybrid packing.

James Walker launched such a packing in 1997, and it has 
survived countless tests on various emissions rigs to a 
number of test protocols including TA Luft requirements, 
in-service valves (both rotary and rising) and the 
API 607 fire test.  There are now at least 3 sealing 
materials available based upon graphite with improved 
performance over traditional combination sets.  These 
are simply used by themselves and of course do not 
require end rings.

James Walker, Tel: 01900 823555

B - Here the low flow fugitive emissions grade packing has “treated” 
the shaft.  This has given a smooth grey patina, and the stem moved 
smoothly with no pick-up of graphite on the surface.



It is with great sadness that we announce the death of 
Matt Smith, Joint Managing Director of BiS Valves, who 
died in July this year at the age of 42, having battled 
cancer for several months.  Matthew was extremely 
well-liked and respected and remained full of drive and 
enthusiasm to the end.  He will be greatly missed by all 
who knew him.   

Matt and his co-director David Kelly formed a strong and 
successful partnership that saw BiS achieve continued 
growth in recent years.  With a strong management team 

and reliable work force already in place, earlier this year 
the Directors decided the time was right to promote 
their products and services more actively, and in August 
BiS were pleased to welcome Mark Harris, formerly 
of Hale Hamilton Valves, in the new role of Business 
Development Manager.  BiS are confident that Mark’s 
wide market experience and contacts throughout the 
valve industry will contribute greatly to the company’s 
continued success.

BiS Valves, Tel: 01202 896322.

Matt Smith sailing, his passion

BiS Valves

RESSWELL
NEXT DAY DELIVERY

Tel: +44(0)1952 580946
Fax: +44(0)1952 582546

www.dynafluid.com

Full PED Cat IV Certified
Proportional, High and Full

Lift Safety Relief Valves
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Mark Harris, the new Business Development 
Manager at BiS Valves



Certification for Russia 
- Meeting the standards
SGS UK Can Help

Russia is an important market that cannot 
be overlooked by UK manufacturers, but the 
certification requirements that allow goods to 
pass through customs and for equipment to be 
used can seem complex and often hold back UK 
companies from exporting. 

For Russia, CE marking and most other European 
and international quality certificates or declarations 
are not recognised nor accepted in their own right.  
With nineteen mandatory certification systems currently 
regulated by Laws of the Russian Federation, it can seem 
a daunting process. 

The types of certification that industrial products most 
commonly attract are GOST R, GOST R Ex-proof and 
RTN permit.  GOST R & GOST R Ex-proof certification 
is required for customs clearance and at point of use.  
Certification can be for a single shipment, ideal for 
bespoke products and for testing the Russian market, or 
Serial certification for 1-3 years.

The RTN permit can be valid for a single contract/
shipment or for 3 years.  It is not required for customs 
clearance but will be required at point of use to operate 
the equipment.

The requirements in order to gain the certification will 
depend upon the product, its function and the validity 
of the certification sought.  Documentation will certainly 
be required; an audit by the Russian Expert is associated 
with 3 year certification.  The documentation submission 
needed for the RTN permit must include GOST R and 
GOST R Ex-proof certification, where applicable.

It is also important to note that Russian certification can 
also act as a sales tool particularly when the equipment 
is not being sent directly to Russia but integrated in to 
a larger package.

SGS United Kingdom Ltd:
• Will guide your company through the whole process 

from start to finish
• Is the only certification body in the UK accredited 

by Rostekhregulirovanie authorised to issue GOST R 
Certificates of Conformity 

• Will provide a Russian translator for Audits where 
required 

For further information please contact:
Charlie Fleming: 01276 697664
charlie.fleming@sgs.com
www.gost.sgs.com
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ISO 14000 
& FDA 
APPROVALS 
FOR HARDIDE
Surface engineering company, Hardide Coatings 
Limited, has been awarded ISO 14001 certification, 
the internationally recognised standard for 
Environmental Management Systems (EMS) for its 
tungsten carbide coatings manufacturing plant in 
Bicester, Oxfordshire.

The ISO 14001 certificate represents a worldwide 
business standard designed to help an organisation 
manage environmental risk and minimise its impact on 
the environment.

Measuring Hardide coating with CMM

Jim Murray-Smith, CEO of Hardide plc said:  “I am 
extremely proud that Hardide has been awarded ISO 
14001 as it recognises how seriously we take our 
quality and environmental management responsibilities.  
Attaining this stringent standard has required commitment 
to continual improvement in environmental performance 
from all levels and functions of the organisation which is 
a credit to all our staff.

“Environmental standards make good business sense 
particularly in the chemicals sector.  Achieving this 
standard gives further confidence to our customers in 
industries including oil and gas, and aerospace that 
Hardide is a responsible and participative company 
committed to the highest operational standards.”

Hardide-T, the unique tungsten carbide-based component 
coating developed by Hardide, has been approved by the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for use on 
food processing equipment.

This opens up significant opportunities for Hardide 
Coatings to build on its existing European position 
where Hardide-T is already being used successfully in 
food processing applications.  As a result of the FDA 
go-ahead, the company has entered tests with one of 
the world’s leading manufacturers of high-pressure 
homogenisers and homogenisation systems, which has 
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FDA Approval



Hardide coated ball valves

www.velan.co.uk 

GENERAL INFORMATION
Tel: +44 116 269 5172   Fax: +44 116 269 3695  

sales@velan.co.uk

Gate  •  Globe  •  Check  •  Butterfly  •  Ball 
Knife Gate  •  Steam Traps

chemical   •  petrochemical 
oil & gas  •  cryogenic

cogeneration  •  pulp & paper
fossil & nuclear power 

A World Leading Valve Product Range

global distribution to the food, dairy and beverage 
industries. 

The opportunities for Hardide-T in food 
manufacturing are primarily in valve, pump and 
actuator applications where the company has 
proven success in other industries.  Hardide-T 
offers an unprecedented combination of ultra-
hardness, toughness, low friction and chemical 
resistance when applied to components made 
from a wide variety of metals.  Unlike most 
ceramics and carbides, Hardide-T is not prone 
to chipping or flaking, as it will flex with the 
substrate under severe impact.

Jim Murray-Smith, said:  “This is a major 
development for Hardide as it opens up a vast 
range of new opportunities for us internationally 
where we can offer a solution to the many food 
manufacturing applications where part failure 
due to wear, corrosion and galling is an issue.  
We are already working very successfully in 
this sector in the UK.  An example is one of the 
world’s largest food and beverage companies 
which was having repeated failures with a 
hard chrome coating which was puncturing 
and flaking under abrasive conditions, causing 
the galling of critical ball valves and seats.  
The life of the parts was increased in excess 
of 20-fold after being coated with Hardide-T.  
Hardide’s entry into the food processing sector 
is a natural progression following the Group’s 
success in the valve and pump markets within 
high wear industries such as oil and gas, power 
generation and chemicals.”

Hardide-T is widely used around the world in 
aggressive wear or chemical environments in 
industries including oil and gas, aerospace, 
valves and pumps.  Its unique combination of 
properties include:
• Up to 3500 Hv
• accurately controlled thickness ranging from 

5 to 100 microns
• resists 3000 microstrain deformation 

without damage to the coating

• binder-free
• nano-pore, dense, homogeneous structure
• superior bond strength due to chemical bond
• low coefficient of friction 
• excellent anti-galling properties and can be used 

against itself without galling concerns
• satin-like ‘as-coated’ surface finish

The coating is also compliant with the new EU REACH 
regulations and is viewed as an attractive possible 
alternative to hard chrome and HVOF.

Hardide Coatings is a Hardide plc (AIM:HDD) company.  
The company has manufacturing facilities in Bicester, 
Oxfordshire in the UK and Houston, Texas in the USA.

Hardide, Tel: + 44 (0) 1869 353830 
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NEW Keystone BREWSEAL 
SEAT FOR HYGIENIC VALVES
Tyco Flow Control has announced the addition of a new High Temperature 
seat for its popular Keystone Optiseal range of butterfly valves, which has 
been widely specified in the food and beverage industry for over a quarter of 
a century.  The new Brewseal will extend the operational life of typical units 
in some common applications – especially in the onerous brewing conditions 
including hot wort – while still remaining competitive in price.

Importantly the one-piece wafer-thin disc stem of the Keystone Optiseal 
combines high strength with positive disc control while offering minimal disc 
obstruction to flow.  The disc stem can be offered with a polished finish making 
it ideal for hygienic duty.

The new seat is rated for 150 degrees centigrade constant service while also 
offering excellent abrasion resistance for brewing, a variety of other hygienic 
applications and semi-aggressive chemical industries.  As with previous models 
the primary seat formed by the seat/shaft/hub assembly exceeds the pressure 
rating of the valve ensuring that the body is totally isolated from the flowing 
medium.

The valve body is also finished in silver Ameron PSX700, a unique high gloss 
engineered siloxane to suit the rigorous requirements of the hygienic market.

Tyco Valves & Controls Distribution, Tel: 01858 467 281
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Behind every solenoid valve is a wealth of 
experience and unrivalled quality.

ASCO® solenoid valves from Emerson are worldwide leaders based on their 
renowned design and manufacture. Since developing the first solenoid valve nearly 
100 years ago, the tradition of innovation has resulted in an extensive range of 
ASCO products from direct acting pilot valves to entire flow control solutions. 
And all supported by a global network with over 1000 sales offices and authorised 
distributors – for the lifetime of your products. To find out more call 01695 713600 
or e-mail us at general@ascojoucomatic.co.uk

The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co.
The ASCO logo is a registered trademark of ASCO Valve Inc. © 2007 ASCO. All rights reserved.

For your free Solenoid Valve Catalogue for the Process Industry

  log on to 
  www.asco-process-scope.com

112864 Asco Numatics 148.indd   1 12/11/07   14:31:23



Leeds Valve, the Leeds-based manufacturer of 
butterfly valves, has been acquired from its founding 
shareholders, Steven and Gordon Heap, by the 
Sheffield-based Flow Group Ltd, suppliers of specialist 
valve solutions to the global energy industry.

Leeds Valve, established 18 years ago, has an excellent 
reputation for supplying butterfly valve solutions for 
niche applications in many diverse industries including oil 
and gas, LNG, power generation, industrial gas and naval 
marine, in materials from carbon steel to aluminium 
bronze, stainless steels and titanium.  Steven Heap, who 
will continue with the business as Sales and Marketing 
Director, comments: “This is a great opportunity to 
accelerate the growth of the Leeds Valve business. 
Over the last 18 years, we have gradually developed 
a well-respected butterfly valve range and we already 
have a loyal international customer base.  Now, with 
Flow Group’s manufacturing skills, financial strength 
and excellent international network of distributors and 
agents supporting us, we can offer our products to a 
wider market with confidence.”    

John Wall, Managing Director of the Flow Group, who will 
also take on the role as Managing Director of the Leeds 
Valve business, adds: “For several years we have been 
looking to acquire an appropriate butterfly valve business 
to compliment our current product ranges. Leeds Valve 
and our existing businesses supply many of the same 
markets and so there is an excellent fit.  We have already 
started the process of establishing our fundamental 
business principal - only make realistic commitments, 
and then exceed them - to the management of the Leeds 
Valve business, so that customers and suppliers will soon 
enjoy the level of performance that they expect from 
Flow.”    

The Group already has some well-known market leading 
valve businesses - Shipham Valves, based in Hull, 

John Wall and Steven Heap

supplies non ferrous and high alloy valve solutions for 
handling seawater and other severe fluids to the offshore 
and petrochemical industries; Bestobell Valves makes 
cryogenic valves for the industrial gas and downstream 
LNG industries, Bestobell LNG makes fire-safe cryogenic 
valves for the upstream LNG industry and Conflow is the 
world’s leading supplier of water control and monitoring 
equipment for the underground coal mining industry, 
all three based in Sheffield; John Mills Valves, based 
in Newcastle, supplies bronze and aluminium bronze 
valves to valve houses and OEM’s.  Flow also has its own 
distribution business in the USA, based near Pittsburgh, 
through which the Conflow and Bestobell products are 
supplied to the North American market.  

Over the last three years, Flow Group sales have been 
growing at a compound annual rate of 30% to $60M 
in 2007, with exports outside the UK accounting for a 
staggering 85% of sales.  This acquisition should help to 
continue this impressive performance.

For more information on Leeds Valve and the Flow 
Group visit www.leedsvalve.co.uk and www.flowgroup.
co.uk respectively. 

Flow Group Ltd, Tel: +44 (0) 114 224 0209

Leeds Valve joins 
the Flow Group
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Over the past 70 years BKW have listened to our 
customers needs.  That is the key to our success.  
We pride ourselves on supplying products that the 
customer requires on time.  We deliver service when 
it is required.  We carry out emergency and routine 
repairs on critical plant equipment efficiently.

We have a vast range of products and services such as 
Rosemount pressure transmitters, our own diaphragm 
seals capability, our Wika temperature assemblies also 
manufactured in-house, and a flow calibration laboratory 
using a fully traceable twenty-meter flow rig.  In addition 
to this we have now opened a valve supply, service 
and repair facility.  Being Emerson’s largest partner in 
the UK, we have now teamed up with Fisher to supply 
control valve equipment.  Due to the nature of our 
business we have the ability to turn valves around in a 
matter of hours to the customer specification.  We have 
dedicated applications engineers to size and select the 
correct valve fit for the application.  
    
We want to take the hassle out of specifying and 
procuring valve equipment by leading the way and 
keeping our customers constantly aware of deliveries.  
We understand that long deliveries are not an option in 
a very competitive and changing market.  With this in 
mind, we have taken steps to reduce the lead time of 
control valves and we are constantly looking for ways to 
achieve this.  One key factor of reducing deliveries is our 
wide range of stock on common items like positioners, 

positioner mounting kits, actuators and other add-on 
components.  With assembly being carried out in our 
workshops we are able to reduce deliveries by weeks.

With this service at hand we are also able to offer a 
wide variety of equipment to suit your site standard.  If 
a Masoneilan valve is required but fitted with a Fisher 
positioner then we have the mounting brackets on the 
shelf.  The support of our extensive machine workshop 
with its seven CNC lathes, milling machines, and high 
precision drills all adds to the value of fast service and 
supply.  

Our valve repair facility has been a huge success so far 
this year.  The number one focus has been on supplying 
a service customers struggle to find with other repair 
companies.  A lot of investment has been made to 
design a facility that meets with the demands of our 
wide range of customers.  Our first ever repair was for 
an offshore platform and included third party inspection.  
Our quality system and certification was really put to the 
test as the 8” control valve required a full overhaul as 
well as a new trim.  Seat leakage, packing, function and 
hydrostatic tests were carried out under full inspection.  

- Intelligent PartnershipsCompany Overview 

Supply, Service, Repair
             - On Demand, On Time, Every Time
By Mick Beavers – BKW’s Valve Business Manager

Control Valve on pre-test

Valve disassembly area
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The job was a success and proved the system that we 
had spent so long in putting together.

We have had some real challenges so far this year both in 
the logistics of equipment and the timescale given.  Our 
record is six hours for a full overhaul from collection to 
fitting of the valve back on plant.  We have built up good 
relationships with all the leading valve manufacturing 
companies which gives us the ability to deliver service 
and repair efficiently.

Our focus on customer equipment has been essential to 
the success and by listening to the customer regarding 
the valve sent in for repair, we are able to find a solution 
that ensures we do not receive the valve back with the 
same problem.  Packing systems have been a focus 
drive for us as 80% of valve problems arise from failed 
packing systems.  With our dedicated team of valve 
specialists, we have over forty years experience in the 
field.  Routine or emergency repairs are carried out with 
ease due to the groundwork BKW have put into this fast 
growing facility.  

BKW, Tel: 0161 707 4838
Control valve repair 
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There was extensive flooding in the UK this summer

Rotork’s ‘double-sealed’ electric valve actuator 
enclosure design has proved its worth in the 
aftermath of the disastrous flooding of the Severn 
Trent Mythe water treatment works at Tewkesbury in 
Gloucestershire (UK).  In what has been described as 
“a once in a two hundred and fifty year event”, water 
from the adjacent rain-swollen River Severn flooded 
the entire Mythe site at the end of July 2007, in some 
plant areas to a depth of five metres, cutting off the 
daily supply of 120 million litres of drinking water 
to 350,000 customers in the Gloucester, Cheltenham 
and Tewkesbury areas.

It was imperative that the works were cleaned, repaired 
and brought back into operation with the utmost urgency 
and thanks to the tireless performance of personnel 
from Severn Trent Water and its contractors this was 
successfully achieved within the remarkably short period 
of only four days after the flooding had subsided.

As a part of this colossal task, more than 150 Rotork 
electric valve actuators – encompassing A, AQ and IQ 
ranges, controlling the automated sequence of water 
treatment processes throughout the site – had to be 
inspected for water damage before they could be 
returned to service.  To assist in this work, Rotork 
immediately provided two site service technicians, when 
requested on the first morning of the clean-up, who 
inspected and checked actuators in vital areas including 
the low lift pump house, which had been submerged to 
a depth of three metres.

In all cases they found that where water had entered an 
actuator, it had only done so through cable entries into 
the terminal compartment and had been prevented from 
reaching any electrical components within the actuator 
itself by the O ring seal fitted around the terminal bung. 
This design feature, known as ‘double-sealing’, was 
first introduced on Rotork actuators as long ago as the 
1960s and has been a benchmark of Rotork designs 
ever since. As a result, all the actuators inspected by the 
Rotork technicians were found to be fully functional and 
could be immediately returned to service after cleaning 
and drying out some of the terminal compartments. In 
other plant areas, another Severn Trent Water contractor 

Severn Trent Area Manager Andrew Bowkett with one of the Rotork A 
range actuators in the low lift pump house.  This area was flooded to a 
depth of 3 metres.
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reported the same situation among virtually all of the 
Rotork actuators inspected by its engineers.

In Rotork’s experience, the flooding at Mythe is the 
latest in a long list of worldwide events over the decades 
where the Rotork ‘double-sealed’ enclosure design has 
prevented serious damage to actuators that have been 
submerged. Severn Trent Water Area Manager Andrew 
Bowkett described the flooding as “unprecedented in 
the 137 year history of water treatment at Mythe. The 
Rotork actuators acquitted themselves well, assisting the 
enormous efforts made by Severn Trent staff and our 
contractors to bring the plant back into full operation 
with the absolute minimum of delay.”
 
Rotork, Tel: 01225 733 200

Rotork AQ and A range actuators in the rapid gravity filter plant area.  
The flood water level here reached above the ceiling of the chamber.

Andrew Bowkett with a Rotork IQ Actuator outside the GAC 
and ozone treatment building at Mythe.  The pedestal mount-
ing saved this actuator from a ducking!
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Visibility For Switching 
Applications With New 
Neles Switchguard
by Metso Automation

Neles SmartSolution products

Metso is proud to announce that we are broadening 
our Neles SmartSolution product offering with the 
addition of a new product - Neles SwitchGuard.  
SwitchGuard is an intelligent controller for pneumatic 
on/off valves - it operates with all valve actuators 
and in all sectors of industry.  After that Neles 
SwitchGuard is part of the Neles SmartSolution 
product family, we can offer a full range of products 
that bring intelligence to your valve applications and 
help you to increase process availability and process 
performance.

Innovative diagnostic features that are now available 
for on/off valves (i.e. not only for control valves) 
will help in planning maintenance before that onset 
of problems that could have a major impact on the 
process!

How to use Neles SwitchGuard diagnostics information
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What is Neles SwitchGuard?
Neles SwitchGuard brings intelligence to the operation 
of on/off applications. Its large pneumatic capacity 
range enables SwitchGuard to be used with a wide 
variety of actuator sizes.  The product is designed to 
meet the demanding requirements of process-critical 
switching operations, particularly in high cycling 
applications.  Excellent reliability and large air capacity 
are essential characteristics for products operating 
in such conditions.  Neles SwitchGuard’s integrated 
design cuts installation costs, eliminates the need for 
solenoid valves and minimizes engineering work. It 
also makes maintenance easier.

SwitchGuard’s superb design and embedded 
diagnostics guarantee high availability in on/off 
applications.  Neles SwitchGuard takes switching 
applications to a new level!

What does Neles SwitchGuard  
bring to process applications?
The most important benefit SwitchGuard provides 
is that you now have visibility - you can see what is 
going on in automated valves in on/off applications.  
In a number of process applications, on/off valves 
are the most critical in terms of process availability, 
but many such highly critical valves have no provision 
for predicting failure.  Also, with the traditional 
instrumentation solution, many components are 
involved and their failure can have adverse effects on 
process control.  In the worst case, component failure 
can cause process shutdown.  What if there were a 
means of predicting such a failure?  What if you could 
check remotely, before regular maintenance, whether 
the valve needs any such action?  These possibilities 
now exist - with Neles SwitchGuard!

Neles SwitchGuard - Intelligent On/Off Controller with diagnostics

What are the special features of Neles 
SwitchGuard?
As described earlier, diagnostics are the key feature 
of Neles SwitchGuard.  They analyse the operation 
of an automated on/off valve while it is operating 
in the process, and this diagnostic information is 
stored within the device.  With open communication 
technology, e.g. FDT/DTM and especially Neles 
FieldCare, you can bring these diagnostics features 
to the level at which you can use the information to 
plan your maintenance programme.  This ensures high 
availability for switching applications and increases the 
valve’s reliability to a higher level. 

But there is yet more to Neles SwitchGuard.  You can 
use it to control valve opening and closing with ramp 
profiles, i.e. you can define valve opening and closing 
times and the stroking ramp profile.  For example, you 
can decide that valve opening should take place within 
10 seconds, with the first phase happening very 
slowly and then (after flow starts through the valve) 
for the rest of the procedure to be much faster.  This 
is useful when minimizing pressure impact in piping 
(water hammer).

Sign Up for
Would you or a colleague like to sign up to receive copies of BVAA 
Valve User on a regular basis? Or perhaps you would like to be taken 
off from our mailing list? Simply complete the form below and return 
it to BVAA on Fax: 01295 268 965.

Please add me       / remove me       from the list:
Name:
Company:
Address:

Postcode:
E-mail:
Receive by post       or by e-mail
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New Tyco 
5100 Series
Tyco Flow Control  
Introduces New Series 5100 
Pilot-Operated Pressure  
Relief Valve

Tyco Flow Control has announced the launch of the 
Anderson Greenwood Series 5100 pilot-operated 
pressure relief valve.  The new modulating-action, non-
flowing, soft seat pilot-operated pressure relief valve 
is designed specifically for overpressure protection of 
economisers in fossil-fired power plants in the power 
generation industry. 

The Series 5100 valve is the latest design innovation 
in pilot-operated pressure relief valve technology from 
Tyco Flow Control and its Anderson Greenwood brand 
to meet the most demanding applications.  It is the 
first non-flowing modulating pilot-operated pressure 
relief valve that is certified under the stringent 
requirements of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, 
Section I with steam service capacity certifications in 
accordance with Section I and water service capacity 
certifications. 

Additionally, it is the first all-plastic soft seat and sealed 
valve that operates as a non-flowing modulating pilot, 

requiring no component changes to handle alternating 
steam and water conditions.  This design opens in 
proportion to relief demand and is suitable for hot 
water, flashing water and steam service without the 
operational performance problems usually found with 
spring-loaded pressure relief valves on economiser 
service. 

Some features and benefits of this pilot-operated 
pressure relief valve include:

-  Reduced Product Loss.  The valve features soft 
seats for premium tightness before and after relief 
cycles.  The design offers a great alternative to tra-
ditional metal seated valves used in these installa-
tions.

-  Increased System Output.  Because of total valve 
tightness to at least 96 percent of set pressure, 
the system can be operated closer to set pressure 
without valve leakage.  The result is greater system 
production capability.

-  Reduced Maintenance Costs.  Resilient seats great-
ly extend service life.  Costly and time-consuming 
metal seat lapping is unnecessary. 

-  Requires no elastomer seats or seals.  The result 
is a modulating, soft-seated, pilot operated valve 
offering premium tightness with the ability to han-
dle temperatures from -65˚F to 515˚F (-54˚C to 
268˚C) and a set pressure range of 15 to 6,170 
pounds per square inch gauge (psig).

Need advice with a 
training course at your 
own plant or premises?  

Check our advert on page 26 or  
Call: 01295 221270.
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A little more than 5 years ago, Emerson merged 
a group of companies to form what is now known 
as Emerson’s Valve Automation division.  These 
previously independent companies grew on their 
own, often in direct competition with each other for 
over 30 years.  From those early years, even with an 
increasing number of other competitors, customer 
service has improved to meet demands faster than 
the rest, hence the successful growth of the group.  
Emerson’s Valve Automation division is now a single 
global business that is uniquely positioned to work 
with its sister divisions within Emerson, such as Fisher 
and Rosemount, to provide a complete solution for 
customers’ valve automation needs.

Year after year, Emerson has continued to improve its 
products and local customer support so that at the 
end of 2007 it is exceeding all targets and is set to 
expand even more through the next five years.  In 
doing so, Emerson has employed a strategy called 
“Think Customer” - a business-wide initiative that 
encourages employees to make sure that their daily 
services to customers are based on actions that will 
ensure a benefit to the customer.  It may be either 
on a business level by increasing customer revenues 
or cutting costs, or on a personal level by reducing 
customer stress or an opportunity for personal 
kudos.   

Formed in early 2001 to combine the market resources 
of the leading suppliers of valve automation products 
and services for all the process industries, the leading 
brands shown below are well respected players 
in their market segments.  In addition, the FieldQ 
actuator, with fully integrated control accessories, 
was recently released along with a new acquisition 
(2007) of the Damcos helical spline actuators for 
marine applications, which are also developed under 
the Bettis brand to serve the process / oil and gas 
market.  

Bettis, based in Waller, Texas, has been 
a maker of pneumatic & gas/hydraulic 
scotch yoke actuators since it was 

founded in 1929.  Bettis was acquired by Emerson in 
1999 as part of the Daniel Industries acquisition. 

E l - O - M a t i c , 
originally based 
in Hengelo, The 

Netherlands, has been making pneumatic rack and 
pinion actuators and electric actuators since 1973.  
El-O-Matic was acquired by Emerson in 1995.  Its 
pneumatic actuators are now made in Nilai, Malaysia.

FieldQ, based in Hengelo, The 
Netherlands was introduced in 2002.  
The FieldQ product provides a “fully 
integrated” intelligent approach to rack 

& pinion actuators and control accessories. 

Hytork, originally based in 
Gloucester, United King-
dom, makes pneumatic 

rack and pinion actuators and automation accesso-
ries.  Hytork was acquired by Emerson in 1999 as part 
of the Daniel Industries acquisition.  All products are 
now made in Nilai, Malaysia.

Shafer and 
Dantorque, 
based in 

Mansfield, Ohio, supply the oil and gas transmission 
industry with rotary vane actuators, hydraulic power 
units, and custom tailored controls.  Founded in 1946, 
Shafer was acquired by Emerson in 1999 as part of 
the Daniel Industries acquisition. 

Damcos, with its head-
quarters in Denmark and 
additional manufacturing 

plants in China and Korea, offers a range of products 
related to the marine environment including helical 
spline actuators and LPU’s (local power units).  

The innovative products from Emerson’s Valve 
Automation division are key components that power 
Emerson’s PlantWeb digital plant architecture to 
proven savings of more than 30 percent of project 
costs, and greater than 2 percent operations savings, 
including benefits of predictive valve maintenance

With just one stop at www.EmersonProcess.com/
ValveAutomation you will have access to information 
about all of its products and services, and how to 
contact them for all your automation needs. 

Emerson’s Valve Automation Division
by John Hancill, Marketing Director R&P Products
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Severe & Hazardous Area Experts
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Sit back…………..and tell us your problems

Everybody has problems, we happen to quite like them. That’s 

because we’re in the business of finding solutions. But before you 

share something that could be awkward later, remember we are a 

specialist manufacturer of hydraulic, electro-hydraulic and pneumatic 

316 Stainless Steel control equipment, for even the most arduous of 

environments.  This enables us to find solutions whatever your 

actuation or control need, be it at 

the beginning, middle or end.



New Hygienic Non-return  
Valve From Tyco
Tyco Valves and Controls has launched the new Keystone 
F264J Stainless steel non-return valve for reverse flow 
protection.  The new design was developed by Tyco 
Flow Controls’ Hygienic Process Equipment Division and 
provides ease of maintenance, high flow coefficients 
and greater reliability than many competing products 
for hygienic applications.

The valve features a stainless steel construction and a 
design that facilitates in-line cleanability and gives high 
flow co-efficient values.  It is also compact and easy to 
maintain.  Tyco’s design team has also re-engineered 
the centre bearing area to reduce the rate of wear and 
tackle the early failure to which non-return valves can 
typically be prone.

The resilient seal provides tight shut-off and the valve 
can be installed in any position.  End connections are 
available in butt weld or clamp versions as standard 
and other end connections available upon request.  A 
flow direction indicator has also been incorporated to 
prevent incorrect installation.

Tyco Flow Control is one of the major business segments 
of Tyco International Ltd. and is one of the world’s 
largest manufacturers of flow products that move, 
control and sample liquids, gases, powders and other 
substances.  Tyco Flow Control has 12,500 employees 
in some 80 countries around the world and provides 
innovative solutions to the most challenging flow control 
applications.  

For more information on Tyco Flow Control, visit  
  www.tycoflowcontrol.com
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Tel: +44(0)1952 580946
Fax: +44(0)1952 582546

www.dynafluid.com

STEAM/WATER MIXERS

WASH DOWN SYSTEMS
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Training Dates

Valve training from professionals
BVAA will again be running their very successful 
series of Training Courses in the Spring.

Dates are: 
Introduction to Valves – Mon 28th April 2007
Introduction to Actuators – Tues 29th April 2007
Control Valves – Wed 30th April 2007
Safety Valves – Thurs 1st May 2007
Introduction to SILs – Fri 2nd May 2007

All product courses are £295+VAT.  
BVAA members receive a 30% discount on fees.

Following on from the ‘Warbler’ piece in the last issue, 
Neil Kirkbride of BEL Valves supplied this extraordinary 
photograph.  In this era when fugitive emissions are such 
a hot topic, this endorsement for the BEL Valves product 
by a family of Pied Warblers is excellent.  

The valves shown have been in service on an onshore 
well in the UK for approximately 20 years.  It seems the 
atmosphere next to the valve stem packing is more than 
clean enough to bring up these youngsters.

The ‘introduction’ courses are ideal for 
newcomers to the industry or for admin staff.  
The Control and Safety Valves courses assume a 
basic familiarity of valves. 

Full details are available from the BVAA website,  
http://www.bvaa.org.uk/H1.asp

Alternatively contact BVAA to register or for  
further details.
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Sibley’s Green, Thaxted,
Great Dunmow, Essex CM6 2NU

Telephone: +44 (0) 1371 830557
Facsimile: +44 (0) 1371 831151
E-mail: sales@tascuk.com
Website: www.tascuk.com

We are a second generation family run business and pride
ourselves on providing a personal, friendly, professional and
efficient service to ALL our customers.

The Active Spring Company Ltd are Specialists in

the manufacture of All types of Valve Springs,

such as BUTTERFLY, CHECK and POPPET VALVES,

with particular expertise in the use of alloy wire

Inconel, Monel, Hastelloy and Nimonic 90 for all

major industries including Gas, Oil, Petrochemical and

Power Generation.

As a result of our recent acquisition of a purpose built

Bennett Maxicoil MC-24 (the largest in the world) and

the latest Wafios FMU 4.7 spring coiler, (the first in the

world) we have one of the largest wire ranges in Europe,

from 0.152mm up to 30mm.

• Large stock of alloy
wire in various sizes

• Reduced turn around times

• Competitive prices

Active spring advert:Layout 1  26/10/07  13:43  Page 1
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